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The panel
Nucleus hosted an illuminate roundtable debate in late November 2017 to discuss the DB
transfers market and how advisers should approach DB transfer advice. Chaired by Natalie
Holt, content editor at Nucleus.
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1. Introduction

The level of debate
stirred up by
defined benefit (DB)
transfers shows
no sign of abating,
both within the
advice profession
and across the
wider pensions
industry.

Demand among savers has been driven
by the high transfer values on offer, and
has been compounded by worries over the
health of certain pension schemes following
high profile collapses such as BHS. Both
regulators and policymakers are scrutinising
this part of the market closely, and
challenging the sector where DB transfer
advice falls short.
The experience of steelworkers following the
restructure of the £15bn British Steel Pension
highlights the two extremes of advice being
given. On the one hand, there have been
worrying, high-profile cases of steelworkers
being targeted by rogue firms to transfer
their pension. In some instances, the FCA
has had to intervene to prevent firms from
accepting new pension business.
On the other hand, what has been
encouraging is that so many advisers,
pension transfer specialists and others have
volunteered to give up their time in order to
help affected workers.

These cases emerge at a time when the
FCA’s own findings suggest less than half
of the DB transfer files it reviewed were
suitable.
DB transfers are also being examined by
MPs as part of the Work and Pensions
committee’s inquiry into pension freedoms.
Against that backdrop, it is worth analysing
the DB transfer market as it stands, as well
as looking at what’s to be gleaned from the
FCA’s findings on the suitability of transfer
advice.
So how does the financial planning
community work to dispel the furore
continuing to surround DB transfer advice?
And how should advisers navigate the
minefield of DB transfer advice, while
ensuring the best outcomes for their clients?
We held an Illuminate roundtable debate to
find out.

Natalie Holt
Content editor, Nucleus
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2. State of the market
The debate began with
panellists discussing their
experience of the DB
transfer market, and the
challenges associated
with this controversial
area of advice.

Tuto director Tim Eadon is a pension transfer
specialist whose firm acts as a bureau service
for advisers. He said his firm typically gets five
to six enquiries a day requesting advice on DB
transfers.

She said: “It’s the growth of canteen chatter. Where people
leave an industry or a particular business, they talk to
people they used to work with and they exchange all their
stories. It’s a topic of conversation: ‘What have you done
with your DB scheme? Have you changed it? Have you
moved it? Have you seen this financial adviser?’ It’s that
groundswell that is driving the number of transfer enquiries
higher and higher.”
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He said: “We are very much at the
sharp end, but there is an evergrowing number of enquiries.
People are just much more
aware. You tend to find a trend
happens when someone comes,
for instance, from British Steel.
Then they go and tell somebody
else, and then somebody else
comes from British Steel, and so
on. We’re getting more and more
people from particular sectors.”

Nucleus product technical manager Rachel
Vahey agreed demand has been fuelled
among pension savers themselves.

Technical Connection head of pensions
strategy Claire Trott argued as advisers
are approached more and more about DB
transfers, there are both risks with giving
advice as well as avoiding the market
altogether.
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She said: “I don’t think advisers can
ignore it now. There is also a lot of
noise in national newspapers, with
big names backing transfers and
making out that pension freedoms
are great. People automatically
think a transfer is the right thing for
them to do.
“Saying ‘I’m not doing this advice
full stop’ could come back to bite
advisers later, if a client dies and
their partner questions why they
don’t have death benefits. That is
another risk of not doing it, versus
assessing the situation properly
and doing a full advice process,
whether the advice is to transfer or
not to transfer.”

Vahey pointed out it is hard to
quantify the exact number of DB
transfers being carried out as the
FCA isn’t going to start collecting
data on this until next year.

She said: “Recent estimates suggested there
have been 120,000 DB transfers this year, but
added this is likely to be scratching the surface
given the Pension Protection Fund puts the
number of deferred DB members at over 5
million.”

Personal Finance Society director
of policy and engagement
Matthew Connell said: “The
amount of transfers is the tip of
the iceberg, because for every
transfer carried out there are other
clients who have been advised not
to transfer. The actual number of
people who are being advised is
even bigger.
“Our good practice guide to DB
transfers has been downloaded
thousands of times, so it’s
definitely something that’s at
the front of advisers’ minds. Our
approach is to list out the pros
and cons and make it clear that
the process needs to look at
things holistically. Advisers have
to understand the risks involved,
but it is an advice process like any
other, and pension transfer advice
has to be looked at in the round.”

State of the market discussion video


illuminate.nucleusfinancial.com/technical-studio
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3. The FCA view
In October, the FCA
released the findings of a
two-year review into DB
transfer business.

Based on 88 recommendations to transfer
across 13 firms, the regulator found that 47 per
cent of files reviewed were suitable, 17 per cent
were unsuitable and in 36 per cent of cases
it was unclear whether the recommendation
was suitable or not. Following the FCA’s
work, four firms have stopped advising on
DB transfers. The regulator says it plans to
continue to monitor the market, and will start
a further phase of supervision assessments in
the coming months.

She said: “The whole thing needs
to be stitched together into one
comprehensive piece of advice. The
different parties need to talk to each
other, so where there is the original
adviser and a bureau service they
need to ensure the end result
is one comprehensive personal
recommendation.

Grayside Financial Services managing director
Mike Seddon said it is hard to know what to
take from the FCA’s findings given the small
sample size.

He said: “It was quite a narrow review. It’d be interesting
to see what would happen if the FCA was to widen that
review, and whether that would change the percentage of
unsuitable advice. Also, the proportion of cases where it was
unclear whether advice was suitable was quite high. That
doesn’t really tell you too much.”

Connell suggested the regulator was not
saying its findings reflected the wider advice
market, but that these are the kind of poor
consumer outcomes to be expected where
firms take shortcuts and cut corners with the
transfer advice process.
Trott said the FCA was clearly focused on the
suitability of underlying investments as well as
the transfer itself.

“It’s okay to use different people in
the process, as long as everyone’s
talking to each other. They all
have to be in agreement that the
recommendation is in the client’s
best interest, and that what they’re
investing in is suitable for them.”

Eadon argued the changing dynamics of the
market due to pension freedoms has meant
there is a real risk of clients not understanding
the consequences of a transfer.
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He said: “Pre-freedoms, a small
percentage of your business
might have drawdown cases,
typically for high-net-worth clients
and sophisticated investors. The
government then literally opened
up this whole market, without the
product set really changing at
all. A whole host of people have
been thrown into this investment
quagmire and been left thinking:
‘I really don’t understand what on
earth is going on.’
“That, for me, is part of the fear.
Do clients properly understand
the investment element, and
the fact they are coming from a
guaranteed space and going into
something which is clearly no longer
guaranteed? Are the investments
appropriate? Are they working for
them? Do they even understand
them? That’s going to be part of the
problem.”

Eadon predicted the situation is likely to
come to a head when the stockmarkets fall
and those who have transferred out of a DB
scheme and started accessing their pot realise
they could run out of money in retirement.

He said: “Annual reviews are just so more important than
perhaps they ever used to be. With an annuity client, you
go back every 12 months and the service hasn’t really
changed because they’ve still got what they’ve always had.
Drawdown changes that completely. The real crux is going
to be in the reviews.”

Seddon agreed. He said: “For DB
transfers going into drawdown, it
is absolutely critical that clients are
engaging with their adviser, on at
least an annual basis.”

Grayside carries out pension transfer advice
itself through its in-house specialists. But
Seddon said for those firms that choose to
outsource, a lot will depend on the specific part
of the advice being outsourced, for example
whether it is the transaction that is being
outsourced or just part of the transfer analysis.

Vahey noted due diligence on
pension transfer specialists was
key. She said: “This is two sides
of the same coin. You’re working
together for the client’s benefit. It’s
about making sure your business
ethos matches up with their’s, not
just making sure they are following
the rules. Advisers need to ensure
they are on the same page with the
specialist, both in terms of business
development and the treatment of
the client.”
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4. £30,000, and the need for guidance
Advisers will be aware
of the requirement for
consumers to take advice
where a proposed
transfer involves a
DB pension or other
safeguarded benefits
worth more than £30,000.

In practice, this has led to headlines about
savers being ‘forced’ to take advice and
‘wasting money’ on advice related to pension
transfers. Concerns have also been raised on
the impact of advice charges for those with
relatively small pension pots.
Eadon said in his experience the £30,000
threshold for advice was “illusory”, as
increasingly pension scheme trustees are
insisting members take advice for pension
pots of less than £30,000.
Connell argued rather than raising the advice
requirement from £30,000, policymakers
should firstly put in place better guidance to
help those with smaller pots.
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He said: “Looking at pension
freedoms as a whole, our feeling
is the dial is still towards too much
risk being taken on by consumers
making their own decisions. The first
step to take is designing a system so
there is more default guidance.
“When you look at the issues
involved, such as sequencing risk,
running out of money, the lifetime
allowance, throw any one of those
factors into the mix and suddenly the
whole thing is turned upside down.”
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Connell added: “From a public
policy point of view, what we’d like
to see first is more people getting
guidance, rather than racing straight
to raising the £30,000 cap. At that
point, if there’s evidence mounting
that there’s a particular group of
people who are paying for advice
when they shouldn’t, then look at
raising the cap at that stage.”

She said: “Perhaps we need a
solution for people who’ve received
guidance to say they’ve understood
what they are doing. This could be
getting people to read something,
and sign a statement saying they
understand, and that the risks have
been explained to them.”

Vahey agreed increasing the advice
requirement was not the answer, and that
the focus needed to be on evidencing client
understanding.

£30,000, and the need for guidance
discussion video


illuminate.nucleusfinancial.com/technical-studio
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5. ‘Don’t pay lip service to CPD’
Following an assessment
of where the market
stands currently, the
debate turned to what
advisers should do next
when both considering
and delivering advice on
DB transfers.

Tuto’s Tim Eadon said there has been a surge
in the number of advisers seeking to obtain
the relevant pension transfer qualifications in
line with consumer demand. He welcomed
the fact the Chartered Insurance Institute has
evolved its qualifications framework to reflect
the market post-pension freedoms. New level
6 units AF7 on pension transfers and AF8 on
retirement income planning were launched
last year, replacing the old AF3 pension
planning unit which will be withdrawn in April.
But Eadon argued getting advisers qualified
is only half the battle. As a pension transfer
specialist, Tuto spends a lot of time checking
and signing off its recommendations. It also
gets its DB transfer business independently
reviewed, with former FCA technical
specialist Rory Percival coming in to do a fullday office visit.

Grayside’s Mike Seddon agreed. He
said: “Don’t pay lip service to your
CPD for DB transfers. There’s a lot of
learning to be done, and it’ll never
stop. I’ve been on some fantastic DB
transfer courses in the last couple of
years. Yes, I’ve got a few hours’ CPD,
but I’ve also learnt a hell of a lot.”

Seddon believes the majority of advisers are
giving good advice on DB transfers, despite
headlines to the contrary. But he says where
advisers are going wrong is in justifying their
recommendations.

He said: “I want to point out that
I don’t think there’s a lot of bad,
unsuitable advice. I don’t think that’s
true and I would challenge people
on that. I think where the problem
lies is advisers learning how to
document it properly.
“Alongside that, do due diligence
on your outsourcing partners;
make sure your business is
aligned with theirs. There are a lot
of things advisers can do, but in
my experience it’s about listening,
learning and talking to other experts
in the field. And documenting your
advice is key to everything.”
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Nucleus’ Rachel Vahey said advisers are
likely to be ensuring their advice is suitable
as a matter of course, but this needs to be
accurately documented.

She said: “It’s about listening to the signals the FCA is giving
out. At least the regulator is talking to firms on this. It’s a case
of taking note of what they’re saying and noting down all
the things advisers take into account automatically, such as
the client’s specific circumstances, their personal needs and
objectives and how it relates to the specific investment.
“Your files have to absolutely watertight on this, with absolutely
everything written down, evidenced and linked up.”

Eadon added: “The point is there’s
very little unsuitable advice, but
there’s a very large proportion of
unclear advice. We see that quite
often a case passes or fails before
we even get a suitability report. It
comes down to the fact-find. How
can you ever get a proper suitability
report if the information is not there
in the first place?”

‘Don’t pay lip service to CPD’
discussion video


illuminate.nucleusfinancial.com/technical-studio
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6. Start with the business model
Matthew Connell of
the Personal Finance
Society argued in terms
of developing a practical
approach to DB transfer
advice, firms need to
ask themselves tough
questions about whether
their process stands up to
scrutiny.

He said: “Knowledge is a
prerequisite for professionalism, but
it’s not the end of the story by any
means. A lot of it starts with the kind
of business model a firm has. Firms
have to ask whether they are like
someone with a hammer always
looking for a nail, or are they trying
to produce the right outcome for
clients?

“When clients talk to us about
transfers, what kind of answer do
they get? Is it the same answer every
time, based on some magic words
like ‘more flexibility for income’?
Then advisers need to look how the
business structured, and whether
factors such as contingent fees
are affecting the way advisers
give advice and think about this
business.”
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Connell added: “Firms need to really
start with the business model, and
keep consumer outcomes in mind.
Always redesign the business
model to get the right consumer
outcome, rather than trying to force
the consumer outcome into what the
business model is.”
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7. Going beyond documentation
Claire Trott of Technical
Connection said a lot of
the issues around the DB
transfers debate come
down to ensuring clients
fully understand their
existing benefits and
the potential risks of any
transfer.

She said: “We talk a lot about
protecting ourselves and giving
the right advice, but at the end of
the day we need to make sure
clients understand, which is a big
challenge. The FCA is very keen on
this as well.
“If the client understands, you’re
protecting yourself from those
complaints that may arise at a
later date. Documentation is great,
and clients walk away with their
suitability report, but the question
is: do they really understand
it? You need advisers that can
communicate with real people in
order to make this actually work.”

Vahey agreed building client
understanding into the advice
process is key. She said: “I’ve heard
of a few examples where advisers
have asked the client to physically
write down the reasons they want
to transfer, with a pen and paper.
That’s interesting, because it focuses
the client’s mind on exactly what it is
they’re trying to achieve, and it gives
them a better understanding.”

Vahey also referenced the FCA’s consultation
paper in June on advising on pension
transfers, which was interpreted by some to
mean the regulator had relaxed its original
default position that transfers were unsuitable.
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The paper stated: “It remains our
view that keeping safeguarded
benefits will be in the best interests
of most consumers. However, the
introduction of the pension freedoms
has altered the options available
and for some consumers a transfer
may now be suitable when it wasn’t
previously. We therefore propose to
remove the existing guidance that
an adviser should start from the
assumption that a transfer will be
unsuitable.”
She said: “There’s been a lot of
discussion about moving away from
the starting point of a transfer not
being in the best interests of the
client, but a word of warning: we’re
not quite there yet.

But Vahey said it was worth advisers
remembering they need to adhere to the
current regulatory framework on DB transfers,
while being mindful of where the FCA is
headed on this.

“At the moment, the rules we are
working with are that a transfer is
not in the best interests of the client
unless you can prove otherwise. The
formal rules are not going to change
until perhaps October next year. It’s
work remembering the rules and the
framework we are working within
at the moment as well as having an
eye on the rules that are coming in
the future.”
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8. Conclusion

The momentum
fuelling the demand
for DB transfer
advice suggests
this is an area
that is becoming
increasingly difficult
to sidestep or ignore
altogether.

Our panel of advisers and pension specialists
suggest firms need to consider DB transfers
as one comprehensive advice process,
regardless of whether there are other parties
involved or not.
The dynamic of pension freedoms has meant
there needs to be an even greater emphasis
on client understanding, and advisers need
to test whether clients understand the benefits
of their existing pension, what they would
be giving up if they transfer out and the risks
involved. For those who transfer and enter
into drawdown, engaging with an adviser on
a regular basis will be crucial.

Consumers need to take advice where a
proposed transfer involves a DB pension
or other safeguarded benefits worth more
than £30,000. But in reality, advisers on
the pensions frontline say this threshold is
“illusory”, with many scheme trustees insisting
advice is taken on smaller pot sizes. Panellists
agreed more needs to be done to increase
the take-up of guidance to deliver better
outcomes for consumers.
Overall, panellists felt clear justification
of advice and recommendations given,
alongside thorough due diligence of any
outsourcing partners will be key for advisers as
more scrutiny of DB transfer advice is brought
to bear. Firms will also have to keep a watchful
eye on the evolving regulatory framework, as
the FCA prepares to introduce new rules on DB
transfer advice later this year.
A huge thank you to our panel. Look out for
more illuminate pension roundtable debates
in 2018.
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9. Finding out more
FCA consultation on advising on pension transfers, June 2017
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp17-16.pdf

Darren Lowry
Account director

FCA summary of its work on defined benefit pension transfers,
October 2017
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/news-stories/our-work-defined-benefitpension-transfers

e: darren.lowry@nucleusfinancial.com
t: 0131 226 9818 m: 07803 171 958

Mike Wallis
Account director

Illuminate DB transfers technical studio

e: mike.wallis@nucleusfinancial.com
m: 07803 149 751

illuminate.nucleusfinancial.com/technical-studio
Chris Macdonald
Regional business development director: Scotland

Nucleus

e: chris.macdonald@nucleusfinancial.com

Nucleus is an award-winning, adviser built wrap platform. Since
launch we’ve established ourselves as a major force for change in the
market. We’re a thriving community of over 400 adviser businesses
who currently manage over £13bn of client assets. For further details
please go to www.nucleusfinancial.com.

t: 0131 226 9807 m: 07595 820 112

We hope you’ve found this report of value.

m: 07714 900 703

For more Nucleus publications, please visit
www.nucleusfinancial.com/support/publications.

Russell Dowd

John Daly
Regional business development director: Northern Ireland
e: john.daly@nucleusfinancial.com

Regional business development director: North England
e: russell.dowd@nucleusfinancial.com
m: 07739 340 473

Can we help?
For any more information on Nucleus please contact
your regional business development director.

Amira Norris
Regional business development director: Midlands
e: amira.norris@nucleusfinancial.com
m: 07712 551 838

Alan Jordan
Regional business development director: South west
e: alan.jordan@nucleusfinancial.com
m: 07715 090 223

Martin Clement
Regional business development director: London and south
e: martin.clement@nucleusfinancial.com
m: 07739 339 908

Alex Pemble
Regional business development director: London
e: alex.pemble@nucleusfinancial.com
m: 07568 129 310
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Notes
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